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Abstract

The growth in the luxury market has been riding on the robust growth in the luxury
categories like apparel and accessories, perfumes, fine dining and automotives. The market in
Asia including India does not behave the same way as in the western world where many luxury

brands have been nurtured. Although India has been on a growing spree while a new class of
consumers has been emerging which is the closet consumer. The market in India is still a holds

a very small percentage as compared to the global market. In this luxury world today,
The paper

tried to study and address how to target the closet consumer without alienating the mature
luxury consumer. It also takes a close look that despite the rapid luxury retail sector growth in
line with the surging list of HNIs in Indian Economy, why Indian market still holds a very small

share of the pie. The paper explains how the Luxury Market is yet to achieve its high and is
poised for it. This study contributes to the added literature bringing forth the Indian luxury
market insights amongst the changing luxury structure and government policies. The results of

this study would help to create a deeper understanding of Indian luxury market.
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Introduction
There has been constant rise in the Indian luxury market. Moreover, It has been
estimated that India would have twice the strength of High Net Worth Individuals (HNIs) to
around 0.4 million (403,000) by 2015(Ahuja & IBA, 2014). Despite the Indian luxury market
representing right around an irrelevant 1-2% extent of the worldwide luxury market, many
academicians and specialists hold a conviction that numerous variables impact the moderate
development that are, low need to luxuries by the government, insufficient reach scope of luxury
merchandise and lacking administration framework offices. However they are idealistic about
these components changing in the coming years and foreseeing that the luxury business sector
will have a boom in India throughout the following couple of years. Recent years of financial
development have seen a significant new class of affluent who have joined the positions of the
generally rich from new era business people to senior corporate officials, from ranchers who
have sold their territory off to engineers to the BPO era which lives at home with the guardians
and has cash to spend lavishly. With Indian Government approving 51% FDI in Multi-Brand
Retail and 100% in Single Brand Retail, the nation is witnessing an important revolution in the
arena of luxury brands (Ellis et al, 2012). In spite of their newly discovered wealth,
notwithstanding, discoveries show that there is an inalienable mentality of the middle class
people in India, even among the individuals who can never again be named working class
premise their salary. The internal clash between a white collar class attitude and the all inclusive
rich wage level, between prominent utilization and a level of luxury which is a prize for diligent
work shapes what we call the closet customer. Closet purchasers are cost cognizant and look for
value or worth notwithstanding when purchasing luxury and prestige items. Furthermore, their
definitions, images of luxury are regularly in difference with traditional definitions and images of
luxury. In light of their present ways of life, values and needs from luxury, a division structure
partitions these customers into four particular portions of individuals who are Connoisseurs,
Experientialists, Aesthetes and Flaunters; with specifics on perspectives that drive each of these
fragments. CII-IMRB report, 2013, 'The Changing Face of luxury in India' gives an outline of
luxury market – that has seen powerful development of around 15% in the course of the most
recent 3 years and was evaluated to have come to USD 7.58 billion in 2012. Luxury goods have
developed the quickest at 22% when contrasted with luxury services (15%) while luxury assets
at a much lower 9.4% (essentially contributed by moderate development in luxury real estate
businesses and market (Bothra, 2013).
Before the financial crisis, high edges and solid development were the standard, some of the time
notwithstanding amid downturns. Demand was drove over by rich buyers for whom
extravagance was a crucial wellspring of liberality and qualification. What's more, surely, the
solid execution of real major luxury products in 2010 gave insights that the business stays
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separated from ordinary retail (Chadha & Husband, 2010). In any case, the fast turnaround
sought after covers noteworthy difficulties confronting the business. In the course of recent
years, four patterns have debased the idea of luxury: changes in tastes and purchasing practices,
the ascent of new markets, the obscured meaning of genuine luxury, and the approach of new
media. Long after the subsidence has blurred, these patterns will keep on exerting weight on the
business and markets ahead.

Review of Literature
Extravagance and luxury in India have from a long time, traditionally been connected
with the regal dynasties of the Maharajas (Atwal & Khan, 2012). Being the Rajputs of Rajasthan
or the Nizams of Hyderabad, luxury has been in the hands of the elite class. The sumptuous ways
of life of these nobles were select to individuals from the special class, who had acquired riches,
as well as a slant to gain the finest items they could get their hand on. But this was the past. The
limits of luxury consumption have now extended to incorporate the masses, that is, the trying
middle class including youthful experts, business people and very much voyaged corporate
people. As per the McKinsey Global Institute (YEAR), the Indian middle class will increment to
around 41 percent of the populace by 2025(Smith, 1991). The ascent of a certain customer class,
which is beginning to experience premium and luxury brands, has turned into an image of an
undeniably progressive and lively luxury advertises that rises above India's old money. The
luxury market in India is a business sector from Maharajas to Masses (Atwal & Jain, 2012).
India's rising financial thriving has given impetus to the contemporary consumerism
which is unmistakably representing the change of the Indian luxury market. It is anticipated that
the Indian luxury business sector will achieve USD 14.72 billion in 2015 with phenomenal
development rates in classifications from luxury fashion to vehicles to fine feasting (Bothra,
2013). India has regularly been referred to as the next China as worldwide luxury brands enter
this business sector to profit by the fiscal additions of a longing economy (Inch, 2012). Be that as
it may, the Indian luxury market is distinctive contrasted with other developing markets, as well
as exceptional. It is a business sector of complexities, inconsistencies and extremes. It is these
contradicting powers that should be evaluated and inculcated into business processes if
extravagance players are to influence development opportunities and stay away from the pitfalls
of market disappointment (CII-AT-Kearney-Report, 2012).
In this crucial Indian luxury market, many authors have contributed in research. Some
works give procedures to guide brands entering this high-potential market and catch the luxury
pie (Atwal & Jain, 2012) to some clarifying that Luxury Retail Management as gold-plated ticket
to the breathtaking universe of luxury retail (Chevalier & Gutsatz, 2012). Scholars also have
examined the significance of extravagance and the sorts of customers that purchase luxury have
persistently been advancing, however never as significantly as in the previous 20 years
(Hoffmann, Coste-Maniere, 2011). Whatever may be the studies and works on luxury been
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contributed, authors agree that luxury is in fashion (Kapferer, Bastien (2009) applauding for
selling luxury (Lent & Tour, 2009). The Luxury Strategy reveals how in any business sector,
including B to B, an organization can gain from extravagance methodologies to separate itself
beneficially. Hence it leaves arguing an objective perspective of the developing Global Luxury and
Fashion Brands market in India (Boroian & de Poix, 2009).
The dishonor of eye-catching expenditure:
Eye-catching expenditure was in full swing in the late 1990s and the early years of this
decade. Many customers thought of luxury goods mostly in exterior terms; brand image
occasionally mattered more than excellence. Shopper’s performance began to change in the
middle of the decade, however, as the accessibility of information made it easier to study about
and evaluate goods.
The crises sent this pattern into overdrive. Luxury buyers turned out to be less keen
on procuring materialistic trifles and more inspired by the genuine worth of items, for two
reasons. In the first place, the emergency broke the establishment of their money related
security. In the same way as other different shoppers, they turned out to be more mindful of
the estimation of cash. Second, they were hesitant to overdo it when such a variety of
individuals were confronting monetary hardship. Indeed, even with the recuperation
grabbing hold, numerous shoppers keep on preferring unobtrusive brands over conspicuous
logos (however this pattern, as portrayed later in this paper, shifts among various
fragments). The accentuation on substance over style will influence request in two critical
ways:
- The volume of "impolite utilization" buys that are brazenly incautious and lavish may not
come back to anyplace close to its précised top. This sort of utilization is too much liberal,
even by the norms of luxury.
- Eye catching utilization will stay stifled for whatever length of time that the monetary
viewpoint stays bleak, yet we anticipate that it will develop as business sectors recoup. And,
after it’s all said and done, be that as it may, customers are going to need to a greater extent
motivation to purchase top of the line products. Individuals will keep on shying far from
pompous showcases of riches or unmistakable one-upmanship. Organizations should
position their brands to speak to the cautious epicurean.
These progressions dovetail with a developing thankfulness for experience-based
luxury. Shoppers need something bona fide, even significant, from their luxury buys and have
turned out to be all the more ready to pay for administrations or encounters that make them
glad. This movement has a great deal to do with demographics. A great many children of post
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war America have achieved retirement age (and millions more will take after soon).
Numerous have had decades to appreciate materialistic luxury and will be more keen on
experience-based luxury.
The attractive increase of promising markets:
Luxury has dependably been nearly connected with rich stores of interest in London,
New York, Paris, Milan, and Tokyo. Keeping in mind developed markets still record for the lion's
offer of offers, there has been a movement toward non-traditional markets, remarkably China
and Russia. The change was clear before the calamity; though the occasions of the previous two
years have loaned considerably more weight to creating markets.
The money related emergency set the phase for the improvement of a "two-speed
world," with the development of experienced markets slacking the development of quickly
creating economies. The previous were hit especially hard by the crises; their issues originated
from dug in issues, for example, unsustainable levels of family obligation. The last mentioned,
generally, were influenced in a roundabout way. Thus, numerous creating economies kept up or
have continued their solid development.
Recent Trade and Trends
Euro screen International's most latest examination on the worldwide luxury goods
market shows another strong year's execution for 2013. Driven for the most part by quality in
rising economies, general retail development is set to be more grounded than in 2012, with
luxury products deals to surpass $318 billion around the world. This will speak to a
year-on-year genuine worth increase of more than 3% on 2012. The greater part of this
noteworthy development originates from developing markets, for example, China, India,
Indonesia and Malaysia. While Euro screen International conjectures that by 2018 the United
States, with an anticipated 34 million high-wage workers, will keep on leading the luxury
goods industry, nations with quickly developing populaces of high workers, for example, India,
Malaysia, Indonesia, Mexico and Brazil, offer the best open doors for organizations and
brands offering luxury products and administrations. India was by a wide margin the most
element luxury merchandise market over the 2008-2013 era and is approximated to expand
by a further 86% in consistent quality terms over the five years to 2018, trailed by China at
72%, Brazil at 31% and Russia at 28%. The luxury auto market, however early in India, is
developing quickly; luxury auto portion had grown 21 for each penny amid the primary
portion of the current financial contrasted and the comparing time of the earlier year. "Our
organization has enrolled a 30 for each penny development amongst April and October 2013.
Sahara Group, the beset Lucknow-based combination, arrangements to dispatch an
Indian luxury chain to offer 'Made in India' luxury products in universal markets, for example,
the US and the UK. "The center is to make the principal Indian premium luxury brand, which
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will uncover the worldwide shopper to India as never seen," said Chandni Roy, who is leading
the activity to open lavish way of life stores over the globe (Rathore, 2013). Vanita Bhatia, left
her cushy bank work which was to manage rich customers and made an on-ground style and
way of life presentation occasion called 'Divalicious', which gives a stage to boutiques, built up
creators and even new ability to interface with well off people. "The economy money career
helped me get a more extensive comprehension of business and gave me knowledge of and
right to use to the rich set," says Dubai based Bhatia, who is taking advantage of India's
developing number of well-to-do individuals. "Regardless of the subsidence, India's
ravenousness for luxury items is just developing." Bhatia is not by any means the only one
who has giggled the distance far from the bank. More than about six luxury business people in
the nation now are previous brokers. Specialists say their wide contacts and back to front
information of ways of life, inclinations and tastes of the urban rich make investors an
impeccable fit for luxury business. "Luxury promoting is immediate. So knowing individuals
by and by aides not just in finding the right shoppers for a specific item or administration,
additionally to search for financial specialists," stated Piyush Sinha, instructor of promotion at
IIM-Ahmedabad.
The unclear margin between Luxury and Usual:
In the keep running up to the emergency, mass-market contenders tried to raise their
brands utilizing the same strategies utilized by luxury organizations, for example, big name
supports, stylish logos, and associations with understood originators. In doing as such, they
obscured the limit isolating their offerings from luxury products. The issue turned out to be
more strong amid the crises, when retailers for the most part retail establishments slash the
costs of top of the line products. The center ground got to be swarmed, and customers were
left considerably more confounded about the depiction amongst luxury and common.
Indeed, even as rebates are eliminated, the limit will stay penetrable. Numerous luxury
merchandise organizations have augmented their item and value ranges keeping in mind the
end goal to achieve more buyers. What's more, non- luxury organizations will keep on
pushing their items upward, making "exchanging up" more practical to mass-market
consumers and "trading down" more tasteful to shoppers who stay distrustful about the
genuine estimation of luxury or are agonized over their funds. Also, online aggregators, for
example, Gilt, will keep on muddying the waters by offering top of the line brands at
significant rebates. Comparable online destinations have made an imprint even in Japan,
which is viewed as a standout amongst the most customary luxury markets, and where high
costs have for quite some time been considered de rigueur.
Approaches for challenging in the fresh world of luxury:
It is critical for organizations to perceive that the full return of interest at whatever
point it comes won't check the end of the luxury business' difficulties. An arrangement of
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crucial and enduring changes is rethinking what it takes to flourish in the new universe of
luxury. The progressions will influence every single significant part of the business: markets
and buyers, items and administrations, promoting and appropriation, and the corporate
society.
Markets and customers:
The patterns influencing items and administrations, and also advertising and
conveyance, point to a developing need to interface with the customer. Organizations ought to
likewise perceive new development opportunities emerging from changing demographics and
business sector flow.
Connect with your clientele:
Buyers stay reluctant to buy products on the premise of something as shallow as a
brand picture or the desire to flaunt. Interest should be activated by something more
important.
Grip your opinion in the epicenters of luxury:
The luxury area will keep on revolving around created nations, which represent by far
most of luxury deals. In addition, probably the most settled luxury organizations, as said prior,
still have critical chances to make brand mindfulness in substantial, experienced markets.
Offer a luxury understanding:
Late BCG (Boston Consulting Group) reviews of purchaser assessment in luxury as
well as over a scope of businesses—demonstrate that qualities, for example, security, family,
home, and most profound sense of being turned out to be more essential as an aftereffect of
the emergency, while luxury and status got to be far less critical. Luxury purchasers,
particularly, are moving to a more thoughtful sort of utilization that includes family,
companions, and living great. In the new universe of luxury, shoppers are looking more to
"be" than to "have."
Challenges, Recommendations and Conclusion
The essential test for players in the Indian luxury business sector is that the business
sector is little, developing quick yet not exponentially keeping in mind development is obvious,
main concern prizes are lacking. The key inquiry to henceforth consider is the thing that should
be possible to free the limitations on development, so that is turns exponential keeping in mind
we sit tight for it to happen, how would we figure out how to profit?
Luxury has lost quite a bit of its persona. The difficulties postured by this calculated
movement will end up being more principal and enduring than the difficulties that emerged
from the crises. A vital perspective is basic to striking the right adjusts among various goals. To
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position themselves to flourish in the new universe of luxury, organizations must oversee
clashing needs in each significant part of the business.
- Expand into little however high-development markets while securing the establishment in the
epicenters of luxury.
- Emphasize or expand into the most encouraging item and experience classes while keeping up
the center estimations of luxury.
- Serve the customary customer fragments while achieving a much bigger gathering of people
who try to end up luxury purchasers.
- Maintain the notable look of an luxury brand (youthful and lovely) while engaging more
established purchaser sections.
- Control appropriation while utilizing opportunities connected with multichannel dissemination
and new media.

Recommendations
- Generating brand perceivability is crucial to build up validity and guarantee social
acknowledgment. It is, in any case, basic that the luxury brand is obvious to the right individuals
at the opportune time in the ideal spot.
- International luxury brands need to make a fine adjust that incorporates a brand's worldwide
qualities with Indian importance. 'Made for India' has, as of now, been apparent as an
organization of global luxury brand's system. Indianness necessities to go past the adjustment of
existing items however to be consolidated over all touch purposes of an luxury brand experience.
- International luxury brands need to fabricate solid scaffolds that will associate the brand with
the characterized target. This can be accomplished by the three P’s of access: Physical, Price and
Play. Physical access is determined by separating the physical obstructions between the luxury
brand and the buyer. Global luxury brands need to look for a blend of channels of access to
convey luxury nearer to developing and develop luxury customers.
- International luxury brands need to create significant collaborations. The need to win the
buyer's certainty and fabricate trust was illustrated. Harley fans can share their regular
enthusiasm through a mutual group. Connections are continuous and all encompassing that
includes and submerges the buyer at a passionate level. (Atwal and Jain, 2012).
Very nearly 70% of Indians even today are living in provincial area; they have buying
power, willing to spend to substantiate themselves first class. Luxury to them is purchasing
kilograms of silver and gold and owning sections of land of area. Presently they should be
clarified how spending on a Cartier watch, a Louis Vuitton satchel or a Hermes scarf can display
their prosperity.
At this point, utilization example and customer conduct is not the same as western
nations. Our own is a rising economy, nationals are sparing focused, HNIs are mushrooming high
and the exchange strategies are casual. The whole situation is changing today, nationals are
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moving for the urban life and the country parts are additionally industrialized. Other than from
the way that top quality includes some significant downfalls none can deny that in luxury market,
interest is outpacing supply. The business sector has long mile to go. Each society, nation and
locale has its own uniqueness. So has India yet we can't gorilla the west for the social, monetary
and social reasons. Saluting the unmistakable utilization example of the brilliant flying creature
India, the affection for luxury is blasting with time.
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